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The Organ ThieThe Organ Thievves : The Shocking Story of the First Heart Tes : The Shocking Story of the First Heart Trransplant in the Segregated Southansplant in the Segregated South by Chip
Jones
An investigation into how racial inequality has shaped the heart transplant race describes how in 1968 an injured black man checked into
a hospital before his heart was removed and donated without his family's knowledge or consent.

12 Seconds of Silence : How a T12 Seconds of Silence : How a Team of Ineam of Invventors, Tinkentors, Tinkerers, and Spies Terers, and Spies Took Down a Naziook Down a Nazi
SuperweaponSuperweapon by Jamie Holmes
The World War II story of “Section T”, a team of physicists, engineers, and everyday people created one of the world’s first smart weapons
that helped neutralize the Nazi superweapon that threatened countless lives.

The DeThe Devil's Harvvil's Harvest : A Ruthless Killerest : A Ruthless Killer, a T, a Terrorized Communityerrorized Community, and the Search for Justice in, and the Search for Justice in
CaliforniaCalifornia's Centr's Central Val Vallealleyy by Jessica Garrison
"In the tradition of authors Jill Leovy and Beth Macy, award-winning Buzzfeed investigative journalist Jessica Garrison unravels the real-
life story of Jose Martinez, a serial killer and drug cartel debt collector responsible for the murders of Latinos in the impoverished towns
of California's Central Valley, and sheds light on the lack of protection for the poor.

Ellis Island : A PEllis Island : A Peopleeople's History's History by Malgorzata Szejnert
A dramatic, multi-vocal account of the personal agonies and ecstasies that played out within the walls of Ellis Island, as told by Poland's
greatest living journalist

The End of EvThe End of Everything : Astropherything : Astrophysics and the Ultimate Fate of the Cosmosysics and the Ultimate Fate of the Cosmos by Katie Mack
A rising star in astrophysics looks at the five different ways the universe could end, and the mind-blowing lessons each scenario reveals
about the most important concepts in physics.

Fallout : The Hiroshima CoFallout : The Hiroshima Covver-up and the Reporter Who Reer-up and the Reporter Who Revvealed It to the Wealed It to the Worldorld by Lesley M. M. Blume
The author of Everybody Behaves Badly reveals the information suppression campaign that followed the Hiroshima and Nagasaki
bombings, detailing how reporter John Hersey saved millions of lives by exposing the bombings' long-term radiation effects.

The Good State : On the Principles of DemocrThe Good State : On the Principles of Democracyacy by A. C. Grayling
The foundations upon which our democracies stand are inherently flawed, vulnerable to corrosion from within. What is the remedy?A. C.
Grayling makes the case for a clear, consistent, principled and written constitution, and sets out the reforms necessary

LivLive Fe Free or Die : America (and the Wree or Die : America (and the World) on the Brinkorld) on the Brink by Sean Hannity
"America's top rated cable news host and New York Times bestselling author offers his first book in ten years, a rousing look at
contemporary politics in his trademark take-no-prisoners style"
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OlivOlive the Lionheart : Le the Lionheart : Lost Lost Loovve, Imperial Spies, and One We, Imperial Spies, and One Womanoman's Journe's Journey to the Heart of Africay to the Heart of Africa by
Brad Ricca
Draws on personal writings in an account of Olive MacLeod's search for her missing fiancé, naturalist Boyd Alexander, in 1910 Africa, a
quest shaped by dangerous natural elements, a murderous leopard cult and two adorable lion cubs.

The Organ ThieThe Organ Thievves : The Shocking Story of the First Heart Tes : The Shocking Story of the First Heart Trransplant in the Segregated Southansplant in the Segregated South by Chip
Jones
An investigation into how racial inequality has shaped the heart transplant race describes how in 1968 an injured black man checked into
a hospital before his heart was removed and donated without his family's knowledge or consent.

Soul FSoul Full of Coal Dust : The Tull of Coal Dust : The True Story of an Epic Battle for Justicerue Story of an Epic Battle for Justice by Chris Hamby
In a devastating and urgent work of investigative journalism, a Pulitzer Prize winner uncovers the tragic resurgence of black lung disease
in Appalachia, its Big Coal cover-up, and the resilient mining communities who refuse to back down.

Still Right : An ImmigrStill Right : An Immigrant-Lant-Looving, Hybrid-Driving, Composting American Makving, Hybrid-Driving, Composting American Makes the Case fores the Case for
ConservatismConservatism by Rick Tyler
"A leading political analyst navigates an unfamiliar terrain of what it means to be a conservative in the Trump Era in Still Right. Since
2016,

TTales from the ant worldales from the ant world by Edward O. Wilson
The Pulitzer Prize-winning Harvard professor emeritus and author of Anthill shares eloquent descriptions of his natural-world
encounters with ants, from his boyhood explorations in the Alabama woods to his perilous journeys into the Brazilian rainforest.
Illustrations

VVeritas : A Harvard Professoreritas : A Harvard Professor, a Con Man and the Gospel of Jesus's Wife, a Con Man and the Gospel of Jesus's Wife by Ariel Sabar
From National Book Critics Circle Award-winning author comes the gripping true story of a sensational religious forgery and the scandal
that shook Harvard.

YYou Ought to Do a Story About Me : Addiction, an Unlikou Ought to Do a Story About Me : Addiction, an Unlikely Fely Friendship, and the Endless Quest forriendship, and the Endless Quest for
RedemptionRedemption by Ted Jackson
Documents the photojournalist author's 30-year friendship with former NFL star Jackie Wallace, describing the losses and addiction that
led the three-time Super Bowl star to homelessness on the streets of New Orleans.
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